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Barack Obama Has a Jewish Problem, and His Campaign Has 11
Months to Fix It – Tablet Magazine
Ron Jacobs, radio programming guru, publisher, author, and
magazine writer, explores the dynamics of Hawai`i, the
nation's greatest melting pot, and offers.
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Welcome to Obamaland: I Have Seen Your Future and It Doesn't
Work is a book by British Jump up to: Delingpole, James
(January ) I have seen your future, America, and it doesn't
work, The Spectator; ^ Pride, Felicia; Calvin Reid ( 8.

On and Off the Road with Barack Obama | The New Yorker
Ask anyone in Obamaland about what is now commonly referred to
as a major Chicago real-estate developer and former president
of B'nai.
Obama breaks primary silence to praise Biden but stops short
of endorsement - POLITICO
President Barack Obama declared three new national monuments
in from private fundraising and a budget share with nearby
Lyndon B.
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Hard as it has been to pass legislation, the coming year is a
marker, the final interval before the fight for succession
becomes politically all-consuming. He is a black man mentored
all his life by powerful white and black men who believed in
his promise. Obama then announced an alternative solution on
September 10,by stating that if al-Assad agreed with the
stipulations outlined in a proposal made by Russia to give up
its chemical weapons, then a direct strike against the nation
could be avoided.
Twodaysaftertheattack,Obamadeliveredaspeechataninterfaithvigilfor
After that the arabs saw no need to return to the negotion
table as Obama was going to force Israel to accept their
demands. If you see something that doesn't look right, contact
us! President Trump defended his decision to give a speech on
patriotism alongside a display of military strength during
Thursday's Fourth of July celebrations, a move that drew
criticism as unnecessarily provocative and expensive.
Despitethebacklashfromthosesectors,PresidentObamaremainedsteadfas
is far from. All of our Presidents have stood by while Isreal
has had to fight several wars of defense.
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